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This Privacy Policy describes Our policies and procedures on the collection, use and disclosure of Your

information when You use the Service and tells You about Your privacy rights and how the law protects You.

We use Your Personal data to provide and improve the Service. By using the Service, You agree to the

collection and use of information in accordance with this Privacy Policy.

This Privacy Policy applies to our website, https://walletanatomy.com, and its associated subdomains

(collectively, our "Service")  alongside our application, Wallet Anatomy.  By accessing or using our Service,

you signify that you have read, understood, and agree to our collection, storage, use, and disclosure of your

personal information as described in this Privacy Policy and our Terms of Service.

Interpretation and Definitions

Interpretation

The words of which the initial letter is capitalized have meanings defined under the following conditions.

The following definitions shall have the same meaning regardless of whether they appear in singular or in

plural.

Definitions
Account means a unique account created for You to access our Service or parts of our Service.

Application means the software program provided by the Company downloaded by You on any electronic

device, named Wallet Anatomy

Company (referred to as either "the Company", "We", "Us" or "Our" in this Agreement) refers to Wallet

Anatomy.

Cookies are small files that are placed on Your computer, mobile device or any other device by a website,

containing the details of Your browsing history on that website among its many uses.

Country refers to:  Ukraine

Device means any device that can access the Service such as a computer, a cell phone or a digital tablet.

Personal Data is any information that relates to an identified or identifiable individual

Service refers to the Application or the Website or both.

Service Provider means any natural or legal person who processes the data on behalf of the Company. It

refers to third-party companies or individuals employed by the Company to facilitate the Service, to provide

the Service on behalf of the Company, to perform services related to the Service or to assist the Company in

analyzing how the Service is used.

Third-party Social Media Service refers to any website or any social network website through which a User

can log in or create an account to use the Service.

Usage Data refers to data collected automatically, either generated by the use of the Service or from the

Service infrastructure itself (for example, the duration of a page visit).

Website refers to Wallet Anatomy, accessible from https://walletanatomy.com

You mean the individual accessing or using the Service, or the company, or other legal entity on behalf of

which such individual is accessing or using the Service, as applicable.



Basic information
Wallet Anatomy app as a Freemium app. This Service is provided at no cost and is intended for use as is. If

you choose to use Wallet Anatomy, then you agree to the collection and use of information in relation to

this policy. The Personal Information that we collect is used for providing and improving the Service.

Collecting and Using Your Personal Data

Types of Data Collected

Personal Data

While using Our Service, We may ask You to provide Us with certain personally identifiable information that

can be used to contact or identify You:

● Email address

● First name and last name

● Phone number

● Push Token Data

● Age

● Usage Data

● Names and balances of Yours wallets

● Names and budgets of your income sources

● Expense categories and goals

● Transaction date, location, value, notes etc.

We keep your information only so long as we need it to provide service to you and fulfill the purposes

described in this policy. This is also the case for anyone that we share your information with and who carries

out services on our behalf. When we no longer need to use your information and there is no need for us to

keep it to comply with our legal or regulatory obligations, we'll either remove it from our systems or

depersonalize it so that we can't identify you.

Email Address

By submitting your email address on this both, you agree to receive emails from us. You can cancel your

participation in any of these email lists at any time by clicking on the opt-out link or other unsubscribe

option that is included in the respective email. We only send emails to people who have authorized us to

contact them, either directly, or through a third party. We do not send unsolicited commercial emails,

because we hate spam as much as you do. By submitting your email address, you also agree to allow us to

use your email address for customer audience targeting on sites like Facebook, where we display custom

advertising to specific people who have opted-in to receive communications from us. Email addresses

submitted only through the order processing page will be used for the sole purpose of sending you

information and updates pertaining to your order. If, however, you have provided the same email to us

through another method, we may use it for any of the purposes stated in this Policy. Note: If at any time you

would like to unsubscribe from receiving future emails, we include detailed unsubscribe instructions at the

bottom of each email.



Usage Data

Usage Data is collected automatically when using the Service.

Usage Data may include information such as Your Device's Internet Protocol address (e.g. IP address),

browser type, browser version, the pages of our Service that You visit, the time and date of Your visit, the

time spent on those pages, unique device identifiers and other diagnostic data.

When You access the Service by or through a mobile device, We may collect certain information

automatically, including, but not limited to, the type of mobile device You use, Your mobile device unique

ID, the IP address of Your mobile device, Your mobile operating system, the type of mobile Internet browser

You use, unique device identifiers and other diagnostic data.

We may also collect information that Your browser sends whenever You visit our Service or when You access

the Service by or through a mobile device.

Information from Third-Party Social Media Services

We allows You to create an account and log in to use the Service through the following Third-party Social

Media Services:

● Google

● Facebook

If You decide to register through or otherwise grant us access to a Third-Party Social Media Service, We may

collect Personal data that is already associated with Your Third-Party Social Media Service's account, such as

Your name, Your email address, Your activities or Your contact list associated with that account.

Information Collected while Using the Application

The app does use third party services that may collect information used to identify you. You should read the

privacy policy of the services used. By using Wallet Anatomy you automatically agree to the privacy policy of

these services.

While using Our Application, in order to provide features of Our Application, We may collect, with Your prior

permission:

● Information regarding your location

● Pictures and other information from your Device's camera and photo library

● Biometric data (FaceID, TouchID, etc.)

We use this information to provide features of Our Service, to improve and customize Our Service. The

information may be uploaded to the Company's servers and/or a Service Provider's server or it may be

simply stored on Your device.

However, in order to provide better user experience we use external analytics services (Amplitude, Flurry,

Appsflyer, Firebase, iTunes Analytics, Facebook Analytics, Google Analytics, Firebase, Crashlytics) that collect

certain information about every users, such as date and time of usage, cookies, IP address, country, city,

device language, phone OS and model, and mobile carrier.



Log Data

We may share portions of our log file data, including IP addresses, for analytics purposes with third parties

such as web analytics partners, application developers, and ad networks. If your IP address is shared, it may

be used to estimate general location and other technographics such as connection speed, whether you have

visited the service in a shared location, and type of device used to visit the service. They may aggregate

information about our advertising and what you see on the service and then provide auditing, research and

reporting for us and our advertisers. 

Tracking Technologies and Cookies

We use Cookies and similar tracking technologies to track the activity on Our Service and store certain

information. Tracking technologies used are beacons, tags, and scripts to collect and track information and

to improve and analyze Our Service. The technologies We use may include:

Cookies or Browser Cookies. A cookie is a small file placed on Your Device. You can instruct Your browser to

refuse all Cookies or to indicate when a Cookie is being sent. However, if You do not accept Cookies, You

may not be able to use some parts of our Service. Unless you have adjusted Your browser setting so that it

will refuse Cookies, our Service may use Cookies. These Cookies allow us to remember choices You make

when You use the Website, such as remembering your login details or language preference. The purpose of

these Cookies is to provide You with a more personal experience and to avoid You having to re-enter your

preferences every time You use the Website.

Web Beacons. Certain sections of our Service and our emails may contain small electronic files known as

web beacons (also referred to as clear gifs, pixel tags, and single-pixel gifs) that permit the Company, for

example, to count users who have visited those pages or opened an email and for other related website

statistics (for example, recording the popularity of a certain section and verifying system and server

integrity). Cookies can be "Persistent" or "Session" Cookies. Persistent Cookies remain on Your personal

computer or mobile device when You go offline, while Session Cookies are deleted as soon as You close Your

web browser.

Google Maps API: Google Maps API is a robust tool that can be used to create a custom map, a searchable

map, check-in functions, display live data synching with location, plan routes, or create a mashup just to

name a few.  Google Maps API may collect information from You and from Your Device for security purposes. 

Google Maps API collects information that is held in accordance with its Privacy Policy .

Local storage: Local Storage sometimes known as DOM storage, provides web apps with methods and

protocols for storing client-side data. Web storage supports persistent data storage, similar to cookies but

with a greatly enhanced capacity and no information stored in the HTTP request header. 

Sessions: We use "Sessions" to identify the areas of our website that you have visited. A Session is a small

piece of data stored on your computer or mobile device by your web browser. 

Use of Your Personal Data

The Company may use Personal Data for the following purposes:

To provide and maintain our Service, including to monitor the usage of our Service.

To manage Your Account: to manage Your registration as a user of the Service. The Personal Data You

provide can give You access to different functionalities of the Service that are available to You as a

registered user.

For the performance of a contract: the development, compliance and undertaking of the purchase contract

for the products, items or services You have purchased or of any other contract with Us through the Service.

To contact You: To contact You by email, telephone calls, SMS, or other equivalent forms of electronic

communication, such as a mobile application's push notifications regarding updates or informative



communications related to the functionalities, products or contracted services, including the security

updates, when necessary or reasonable for their implementation.

To provide You: with news, special offers and general information about other goods, services and events

which we offer that are similar to those that you have already purchased or enquired about unless You have

opted not to receive such information.

To manage Your requests: To attend and manage Your requests to Us.

For business transfers: We may use Your information to evaluate or conduct a merger, divestiture,

restructuring, reorganization, dissolution, or other sale or transfer of some or all of Our assets, whether as a

going concern or as part of bankruptcy, liquidation, or similar proceeding, in which Personal Data held by Us

about our Service users is among the assets transferred.

With affiliates: We may disclose information (including personal information) about you to our Corporate

Affiliates. For purposes of this Privacy Policy, "Corporate Affiliate" means any person or entity which directly

or indirectly controls, is controlled by or is under common control with us, whether by ownership or

otherwise. Any information relating to you that we provide to our Corporate Affiliates will be treated by

those Corporate Affiliates in accordance with the terms of this Privacy Policy.

For other purposes: We may use Your information for other purposes, such as data analysis, identifying

usage trends, determining the effectiveness of our promotional campaigns and to evaluate and improve our

Service, products, services, marketing and your experience.

We may share the information that we collect, both personal and non-personal, with third parties such as

advertisers, contest sponsors, promotional and marketing partners, and others who provide our content or

whose products or services we think may interest you. We may also share it with our current and future

affiliated companies and business partners, and if we are involved in a merger, asset sale or other business

reorganization, we may also share or transfer your personal and non-personal information to our

successors-in-interest. 

 

We may engage trusted third party service providers to perform functions and provide services to us, such

as hosting and maintaining our servers and our service, database storage and management, email

management, storage marketing, credit card processing, customer service and fulfilling orders for products

and services you may purchase through our platform. We will likely share your personal information, and

possibly some non-personal information, with these third parties to enable them to perform these services

for us and for you. 

Retention of Your Personal Data

The Company will retain Your Personal Data only for as long as is necessary for the purposes set out in this

Privacy Policy. We will retain and use Your Personal Data to the extent necessary to comply with our legal

obligations (for example, if we are required to retain your data to comply with applicable laws), resolve

disputes, and enforce our legal agreements and policies.

The Company will also retain Usage Data for internal analysis purposes. Usage Data is generally retained for

a shorter period of time, except when this data is used to strengthen the security or to improve the

functionality of Our Service, or We are legally obligated to retain this data for longer time periods.

Transfer of Your Personal Data

We are incorporated in Ukraine. Your information, including Personal Data, is processed at the Company's

operating offices and in any other places where the parties involved in the processing are located. It means

that this information may be transferred to — and maintained on — computers located outside of Your



state, province, country or other governmental jurisdiction where the data protection laws may differ than

those from Your jurisdiction.

Your consent to this Privacy Policy followed by Your submission of such information represents Your

agreement to that transfer.

The Company will take all steps reasonably necessary to ensure that Your data is treated securely and in

accordance with this Privacy Policy and no transfer of Your Personal Data will take place to an organization

or a country unless there are adequate controls in place including the security of Your data and other

personal information.

Disclosure of Your Personal Data

Business Transactions

If the Company is involved in a merger, acquisition or asset sale, Your Personal Data may be transferred. We

will provide notice before Your Personal Data is transferred and becomes subject to a different Privacy

Policy.

Law enforcement

Under certain circumstances, the Company may be required to disclose Your Personal Data if required to do

so by law or in response to valid requests by public authorities (e.g. a court or a government agency).

Other legal requirements

The Company may disclose Your Personal Data in the good faith belief that such action is necessary to:

● Comply with a legal obligation

● Protect and defend the rights or property of the Company

● Prevent or investigate possible wrongdoing in connection with the Service

● Protect the personal safety of Users of the Service or the public

● Protect against legal liability

Security of Your Personal Data

We understand that your financial data is very precious to you. That's why our top priority is to keep our

users' data secure and safe. The security of Your Personal Data is important to Us, but remember that no

method of transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage is 100% secure. While We strive

to use commercially acceptable means to protect Your Personal Data, We cannot guarantee its absolute

security.

We recommend you to delete Wallet Anatomy emails after reading, and under no circumstances should you

provide your credentials to any third-party. If you suspect your credentials have been obtained illegally,

please immediately change your password inside the application. We can't be held responsible if someone

else accesses your server profile through registration credentials obtained from you.

We take precautions to protect the security of your information. We have physical, electronic, and

managerial procedures to help safeguard, prevent unauthorized access, maintain data security, and

correctly use your information. However, neither people nor security systems are foolproof, including

encryption systems. In addition, people can commit intentional crimes, make mistakes or fail to follow



policies. Therefore, while we use reasonable efforts to protect your personal information, we cannot

guarantee its absolute security.

We implement a variety of security measures to maintain the safety of your personal information when you

place an order or enter, submit, or access your personal information. We offer the use of a secure server. All

supplied sensitive/credit information is transmitted via Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology and then

encrypted into our Payment gateway providers database only to be accessible by those authorized with

special access rights to such systems, and are required to keep the information confidential.

We may also disclose personal and non-personal information about you to government or law enforcement

officials or private parties as we, in our sole discretion, believe necessary or appropriate in order to respond

to claims, legal process (including subpoenas), to protect our rights and interests or those of a third party,

the safety of the public or any person, to prevent or stop any illegal, unethical, or legally actionable activity,

or to otherwise comply with applicable court orders, laws, rules and regulations.

Children's Privacy

Our Service does not address anyone under the age of 13. We do not knowingly collect personally

identifiable information from anyone under the age of 13. If You are a parent or guardian and You are aware

that Your child has provided Us with Personal Data, please contact Us. If We become aware that We have

collected Personal Data from anyone under the age of 13 without verification of parental consent, We take

steps to remove that information from Our servers.

If We need to rely on consent as a legal basis for processing Your information and Your country requires

consent from a parent, We may require Your parent's consent before We collect and use that information.

Delete account

You should be aware that it is not technologically possible to remove each and every record of the

information you have provided to us from our system. The need to back up our systems to protect

information from inadvertent loss means that a copy of your information may exist in a non-erasable form

that will be difficult or impossible for us to locate. Promptly after receiving your request, all personal

information stored in databases we actively use, and other readily searchable media will be updated,

corrected, changed or deleted, as appropriate, as soon as and to the extent reasonably and technically

practicable. If you are an end user and wish to update, delete, or receive any information we have about

you, you may contact us.

CDPR
We may be collecting and using information from you if you are from the European Economic Area (EEA),

and in this section of our Privacy Policy we are going to explain exactly how and why is this data collected,

and how we maintain this data under protection from being replicated or used in the wrong way.

GDPR is an EU-wide privacy and data protection law that regulates how EU residents' data is protected by

companies and enhances the control the EU residents have, over their personal data.

If you are using Wallet Anatomy within the EU and provide us your email address you will be required to

express clear consent with these Privacy Policy and grant us a right to collect and store your personal

information. You can refuse to do that but unfortunately you won't be able to use Wallet Anatomy.



What is personal data?

● Personal data collected must be processed in a fair, legal, and transparent way and should only be

used in a way that a person would reasonably expect.

● Personal data should only be collected to fulfil a specific purpose and it should only be used for that

purpose. Organizations must specify why they need the personal data when they collect it.

● Personal data should be held no longer than necessary to fulfil its purpose.

● People covered by the GDPR have the right to access their own personal data.

● They can also request a copy of their data, and that their data be updated, deleted, restricted, or

moved to another organization.

GDPR adds some new requirements regarding how companies should protect individuals' personal data that

they collect and process. It also raises the stakes for compliance by increasing enforcement and imposing

greater fines for breach. Beyond these facts it's simply the right thing to do. At Help Scout we strongly

believe that your data privacy is very important and we already have solid security and privacy practices in

place that go beyond the requirements of this new regulation.

We are committed to helping our customers meet the data subject rights requirements of GDPR. We

process or store all personal data in fully vetted, DPA compliant vendors. We do store all conversation and

personal data for up to 1 years unless your account is deleted. In which case, we dispose of all data in

accordance with our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, but we will not hold it longer than 60 days.

You have the right at any time to delete Your account. To that you should address customer support via

email support@walletanatomy.com. You should write this e-mail from the same email address that

registered to the Account you want to delete. We might ask you to provide additional information to

validate your identity. After that we will completely erase all your personal data.

California Residents
The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) requires us to disclose categories of Personal Information we

collect and how we use it, the categories of sources from whom we collect Personal Information, and the

third parties with whom we share it, which we have explained above.

We are also required to communicate information about rights California residents have under California

law. You may exercise the following rights:

● Right to Know and Access. You may submit a verifiable request for information regarding the: (1)

categories of Personal Information we collect, use, or share; (2) purposes for which categories of

Personal Information are collected or used by us; (3) categories of sources from which we collect

Personal Information; and (4) specific pieces of Personal Information we have collected about you.

● Right to Equal Service. We will not discriminate against you if you exercise your privacy rights.

● Right to Delete. You may submit a verifiable request to close your account and we will delete

Personal Information about you that we have collected.

● Request that a business that sells a consumer's personal data, not sell the consumer's personal

data.

If you make a request, we have one month to respond to you. If you would like to exercise any of these

rights, please contact us. We do not sell the Personal Information of our users.

For more information about these rights, please contact us.

You have the right at any time to delete Your account. To that you should address customer support via

email support@walletanatomy.com. You should write this e-mail from the same email address that



registered to the Account you want to delete. We might ask you to provide additional information to

validate your identity. After that we will completely erase all your personal data.

California Online Privacy Protection Act (CalOPPA)
CalOPPA requires us to disclose categories of Personal Information we collect and how we use it, the

categories of sources from whom we collect Personal Information, and the third parties with whom we

share it, which we have explained above.

CalOPPA users have the following rights:

● Right to Know and Access. You may submit a verifiable request for information regarding the: (1)

categories of Personal Information we collect, use, or share; (2) purposes for which categories of

Personal Information are collected or used by us; (3) categories of sources from which we collect

Personal Information; and (4) specific pieces of Personal Information we have collected about you.

● Right to Equal Service. We will not discriminate against you if you exercise your privacy rights.

● Right to Delete. You may submit a verifiable request to close your account and we will delete

Personal Information about you that we have collected.

● Right to request that a business that sells a consumer's personal data, not sell the consumer's

personal data.

If you make a request, we have one month to respond to you. If you would like to exercise any of these

rights, please contact us. We do not sell the Personal Information of our users.

For more information about these rights, please contact us.

Links to Other Websites
Our Service may contain links to other websites that are not operated by Us. If You click on a third party link,

You will be directed to that third party's site. We strongly advise You to review the Privacy Policy of every

site You visit.

We have no control over and assume no responsibility for the content, privacy policies or practices of any

third party sites or services.

Changes to this Privacy Policy
We may update Our Privacy Policy from time to time. We will not notify You of any changes by posting the

new Privacy Policy on this page.

We will update the "Last updated" date at the top of this Privacy Policy after privacy policy update.

You are advised to review this Privacy Policy periodically for any changes. Changes to this Privacy Policy are

effective when they are posted.

Contact Us
If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, You can contact us:

By email: wallet.anatomy@gmail.com

By visiting this page on our website: https://walletanatomy.com/


